
Top 5 reasons insurers choose Sure Commercial Suite

Launch products quickly  

 - Capitalize on new markets quickly with pre-populated, always  
up-to-date bureau rates, rules, and forms 

 - Support multiple commercial and custom lines out of the box  
with Sure Policy  

Integrate seamlessly  

 - Integrate with other applications using pre-built connections and  
an accessible data structure 

 - Reduce implementation time with third-party data sources such as 
IHS, SmartyStreets, and Google Maps

Increase billing efficiency  

 - Drive productivity among your billing staff with consolidated  
account views  

 - Streamline collections and exception handling with real-time billing 
process automation 

Resolve claims faster   

 - Adapt your claims process during catastrophic events in real time  
with configurable, low-code workflows  

 - Facilitate rapid adjudication of claims with automated alerts, diaries, 
and settlement letters

Trust a proven cloud system

 - Drive business growth with scalable, secure, and always  
up-to-date cloud hosting  

 - Focus on business, not technology, with the largest, most  
experienced cloud software provider

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 22 of the 
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606 

Sure Commercial Suite 
UNDERWRITING | POLICY | BILLING | CLAIMS | REPORTING   

Quote a new 
product or program 

quickly with  
self-configuration tools 

Automate claims 
assignment by skills, 

geography, availability, 
and more with Sure Claims

Monitor payment 
amounts and due dates 
by account anytime with 

Sure Billing

6  
weeks to issue 

a quote 

15% 
reduction in claims 

processing time

“The configuration tools are a huge 
value add. Now, we can copy existing 
programs, make a couple of quick 
changes ourselves, and we can get this 
brand new product to market. Program 
X + a couple of coverages = Program 
Y. As we were adding programs, the 
speed to market kept getting better and 
better.”  

Mark Sundquist 
SVP - IT Business Management 

Deliver true speed to market through a modern, intuitive, and  
cloud-native platform

24/7 
billing data 

access


